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Overview

• What’s cooking in Coastal Catchment Management
• Essential ingredients
• Clyde River Case Study

What’s cooking in Coastal Catchment Management?

• Pre-planning and choosing the right tools
• A little extra spice
• Expect the unexpected
• Chez Southern Rivers CMA

Essential Ingredients

1. Invite the right people to dinner – a multi-stakeholder approach
2. Small talk may lead to big achievements – facilitating partnerships and maintaining connections
3. Entrée, main and dessert
- recognising linkages in the catchment landscape

4. Any special dietary requirements?
- Strategic prioritisation of issues

5. I’ll cook, you bring the wine
- Financial incentives

6. Variety is the spice of life – Diversity in projects implemented (including innovations)

7. Try it; you might like it
- Broadening the scope of issues considered by agencies

8. Hurry burry spoils the curry
- time is crucial in developing effective relationships
9. What’s the hook?
  - Alignment, value and compelling propositions

Nine essential ingredients for effective coastal catchment management in Clyde River Catchment
Conclusion

- Number of cooks, the recipe, brewing technique - the way we work together
- Need to work together to make the most of scarce resources and achieve best possible outcomes for coastal catchments
- Too many cooks won’t spoil the broth!